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INTRODUCTION 
MERIS is primarily dedicated to ocean colour observations. It has a high spectral and radiometric 
resolution and two spatial resolutions (1200 m and 300 m). The global mission (1200 m) extends 
from +80 to -80 degree solar illumination angle and the regional mission (300 m) is dedicated to 
coastal zone waters and land surfaces. Ocean Colour applications require extremely accurate 
absolute and inter-band radiometric calibration. 

This paper intends to describe the operational processing of the MERIS Radiometric Calibration and 
its  present  status.  An  overview  of  the  instrument,  its  main  characteristics  as  measured  prior  to  
launch and – where applicable – in-flight are described; the principles of its radiometric calibration 
and an outline of the calibration processing chain are presented. The various models used within 
the calibration processing are described and discussed.  
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1 REVIEW OF THE INSTRUMENT 
MERIS is a medium resolution, imaging spectrometer operating in the reflective solar spectral range 
(390 nm to 1040 nm). The instrument scans the Earth's surface using the 'push broom' method 
(Figure 1) over a field of view of 68.5o equivalent to 1150 km, in 15 programmable spectral bands. 
The field of view (FOV) is shared between five identical cameras arranged in a fan shape 
configuration (Figure 1), at two spatial resolutions, 300 m and 1.2 km at nadir. 

 
Figure 1: MERIS observation concept 

1.1 Key instrument sub-systems 

The instrument is 1 m3 in  size,  weighs  a  little  more  than  200  kg,  and  draws  on  average  
approximately 200 W. 

 
Figure 2: MERIS instrument 



The main instrument sub-systems are: 

Calibration mechanism  

The calibration mechanism (Figure 2 and Figure 3) includes a motor mounted on the optical bench, 
the calibration wheel and three baffles: the sun baffle – limiting illumination of the diffusers during 
calibration to only that of the sun, a protection baffle covering the calibration wheel and including a 
dry nitrogen purges in positive pressure throughout assembly, integration and launch, and a 
camera baffle reducing the along track scatter both in observation and calibration. The calibration 
wheel includes the following components (Figure 1): the frequently used radiometric diffuser, the 
reference radiometric diffuser, the Erbium doped diffuser for spectral calibration, the shutter 
closing the Sun port during observation and used for dark level calibration, the Earth view aperture 
stop and an alignment cube for precision alignment of the diffuser plates with respect to the 
instrument base plate. 

 
Figure 3: MERIS instrument concept 

Scrambling Window Sub-Assembly 

The first element in the optical path (Figure 3) of each camera is an uncoated absorbing UV filter 
transmitting above 390 nm, followed by an anti-reflection coated three elements flat polarisation 
scrambler consisting of two birefringent wedges with extraordinary axis at 45o completed by an 
amorphous wedge (Figure 4), a folding mirror and baffles to limit cross camera light leaks.  

 
Figure 4: Polarisation scrambler design and associated optical and mechanical axes 



The exit pupil of the optical system is located on the polarisation scrambler for maximum 
scrambling and radiometric uniformity, and the UV filter - polarisation scrambler assembly is 
slightly tilted to allow for the baffling of the ghost images.  

Optical System Assembly 

The optical system assembly (Figure 3) consists of five identical cameras mounted on a temperature 
controlled optical bench (20±1 C). An off-axis catadioptric telescope images the Earth on the 
entrance slit of the spectrometer, which includes an off-axis concave holographic diffraction grating 
and a co-centric  refractive corrector block.  In  order to cover the spectral  range 390 – 1040 nm, a 
second order absorption wedge filter is included on the corrector block close to the CCD. An 
“inverse filter” is included on the first corrector lens of the telescope to flatten as much as possible, 
the system’s overall spectral response. Straylight is reduced as much as possible by careful baffling 
of the zero and higher diffractions orders, including grooves in the corrector block. Ghosts are 
reduced by the use of wide band high quality anti-reflection coatings on all surfaces. 

Focal Plane 

The  MERIS  detectors  (Figure  5)  are  backlit  silicon  frame  transfer  CCDs,  thinned  to  17  m for 
improved detection efficiency at shorter wavelengths. A wedge - in the spectral dimension - anti-
reflective coating is applied to further improve the detection efficiency and substantially reduce the 
ghost  images.  The  devices  are  thermally  controlled  to  better  than  10  mC  at  a  temperature  
of -22.5 C using Peltier coolers referenced through heat-pipes to a dedicated deep sky radiators.  

 
Figure 5: MERIS Detectors 

The device’s  pixel  size is  22.5 m square - equivalent to 1.25 nm spectrally and 270 m spatially at 
nadir - the imaging zone is composed of 740 spatial x 520 spectral pixels, and the device frame time 
is 44 ms operated in dither mode. The so-called micro-bands are obtained by summing the 
appropriate number of spectral lines in the shift register while dumping the unselected lines into 



the drain. The width and position of the MERIS spectral bands can be modified in-flight by 
on-ground commands, i.e. for spectral calibration.  

Video Electronic Unit 

The Video Electronic Unit (VEU) converts the CCD’s analog signal into a twelve bits digital signal 
(Figure  6)  by  mean  of  a  sample  and  hold  circuit  offering  12  gain  levels  (1  to  3.75  step  0.25)  –  
selectable per micro-band - coupled to an offset control loop driven digitally by the first five dark 
pixels of each micro-bands (Figure 5).  

 
Figure 6: VEU block diagram 

Each camera has a dedicated image processing board; however, the gain settings selected for each 
micro-band remains the same across all boards. 

Secondary Data Processing sub-system 

The secondary digital processing sub-system performs the data “compression” and transmission to 
the spacecraft.  

 
Figure 7: SDPSS block diagram 

At each frame, bands are first computed by summing the appropriate number of micro-bands 
(spectral relaxation), in ON GROUND CALIBRATION mode, the signal from the five cameras is then 
aggregated into spectral source packets by merging the data from all five processing boards before 
transmission. The data can also be averaged by binning 4 adjacent pixels from 4 consecutive frames 
creating a Reduced Resolution pixel (spatial and temporal relaxation). In normal operations, MERIS 
transmits both the Full and Reduced Resolution data, both on 16 bits, to ground.  

1.2 Operational modes 

Instrument modes are divided into two categories: 

Support modes: {LAUNCH, OFF, RESET/WAIT, STANDBY, STANDBY / REFUSE, HEATER, HEATER / 
REFUSE} used to achieve or maintain the instrument in full operational conditions, and 



Operation modes: {AUXILIARY – STABILISATION, PATCH COEFFICIENTS, CALIBRATION – ON-BOARD 
CALIBRATION, ON-GROUND CALIBRATION, MEASUREMENT – AVERAGING, DIRECT AND 
AVERAGING} used by the instrument during nominal operations. 

 
Figure 8: MERIS Operations 

During MEASUREMENT – limited to solar incidence angle at nadir < 80 deg (Figure 8) resulting in 
43 min of observations over a 100 min orbit – MERIS is operated in DIRECT AND AVERAGING Mode, 
i.e. transmitting data at both 300 m and 1.2 km spatial resolution. When the spacecraft reaches the 
observation limit in the southern hemisphere, the instrument is set to HEATER. In HEATER mode 
(47 min), all thermal controls are maintained; however, the instrument switches the SDPSS to RAM 
retention mode, and the VEU to OFF. Before going back to observation when the sun incidence 
angle at nadir reaches 80 deg in the northern hemisphere, a period of 10 minutes is required in 
STABILISATION mode, in order for the VEU offset control loop to reach full convergence.  

Calibrations  occur  at  the  orbital-south  pole  (Figure  8),  and  use  the  ON_GROUND  CALIBRATION  
mode, with the following sequences depending on calibration types: 

The Radiometric Calibration sequence, executed every two weeks, starts with a Dark Calibration - 
with the calibration mechanism in shutter - averaging 1024 frames, followed by the Radiometric 
Calibration with the frequently illuminated diffuser deployed – averaging 512 frames – centered 
when the solar illumination angle on the diffuser is at 65.5 deg.   

The Diffuser Aging Calibration sequence, executed every three months, is performed on two 
consecutive orbits. On both orbits, similar sequences to that of the radiometric calibration are 
executed. On the first orbit, the radiometric diffuser is deployed, while on the second orbit the 
reference diffuser is deployed. 

The Spectral Calibration sequence, executed every three months, is performed on two consecutive 
orbits. On both orbits, similar sequences to that of the radiometric calibration are executed but 
with the instrument spectral band setting centered around an Erbium spectral features. The first 
orbit is used for radiometric calibration of these contiguous fine bands (1.25 nm), while the second 
orbit measures the Erbium absorption spectrum centered near 520 nm. Every six months, this 
sequence is repeated twice, over four consecutive orbits, with the instrument spectral band setting 
centered on two different Erbium spectral features (410 nm, 520 nm). 



2 MERIS RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION PRINCIPLE 
MERIS calibration is based on on-board measurements of Sunlight. It is performed at the orbital 
South Pole where diffuser plates are deployed by rotating the selection disk (Figure 3 and Figure 9) 
into any of the five positions described below:  

Shutter: Is used for dark calibration as well as for protecting the instrument from contaminants 
during launch; 

Earth observation: A diaphragm is introduced in the field of view; 

Radiometric calibration: The sun illuminates a white diffuser plate inserted in the field of view;  

Diffuser degradation monitoring: The reference white diffuser plate is deployed, on the consecutive 
orbit following a radiometric calibration, every three months to monitor the degradation of the 
frequently used plate, by deploying it;  

Spectral calibration: An Erbium doped “Pink” diffuser is deployed with MERIS configured to sample 
its absorption features. Spectral absorption features introduce in the reflectance spectrum by 
Erbium allows to accurately monitoring MERIS spectral behaviour. 

 
Figure 9: Calibration mechanism 

The radiometric calibration of MERIS is performed with the use of the two on-board sun-lit 
radiometric (white) calibration diffuser plates described above. The diffuser plates, made of 
SpectralonTM, provide a uniform illumination signal over the large field of view of the instrument. 

MERIS Calibration thus relies on the pre-flight diffusers characterisation and the on-board 
calibration measurements. Its processing uses the same radiometric model as that of the 
instrument when in Earth Observation processing. 

2.1 MERIS radiometric model 

MERIS radiometric model can be expressed as: 
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where: 

b, k, m and t subscripts stand for the spectral band, the spatial pixel, the camera and the acquisition 
time, respectively (* stands for multiple values up to the entire range of the subscript it replaces); 

, , ,  is the MERIS raw sample; 

,  is a non-linear function representing the non-linear transformations which take place in the 
CCD, amplifier and A/D converter.  depends on band and gain settings; 

, ,  is the instrument absolute radiometric gain in counts/radiance unit. 0A  depends on band 
and gain settings. It also includes a long-term time dependency that shall be accounted for but is 
not reported here to avoid mixing with the short scale time index t (see § 4.1.3); 

, , ,  is the spectral radiance distribution in front of MERIS; 

, , ,  is the smear signal, due to continuous sensing of light by MERIS during transfer from the 
image to the storage zone of the CCD; 

, ,  is the dark signal (possibly including an on-board compensation), dependent on band and 
gain settings; 

, , ,  is a linear operator (weighted sum) representing the stray-light contribution to the signal. 
For a given sample, some stray-light contribution is expected from all the other samples in the 
camera, spread into the sample by scattering or specular (ghost image) processes within the 
spectrometer; 

 is a random process representative of the noise and measurement errors. 

The smear signal Sm and the straylight contribution are further explained in the two following sub-
sections. 

The radiometric equation above is inverted in three different ways to retrieve: 

1. C0 from counts measured on-board with a null light field during Dark Calibrations; 

2. A0 from a known solar signal measured on-board during Radiometric Calibrations; 

3. Top-of-Atmosphere radiance L during Level 1b processing of Earth observation data. 

Items 1 and 2 above are outlined in section 2.2, and further detailed in section 4.1. Item 3 and its 
strong dependency to items 1, 2 and other instrument characterisation aspects, is outlined in 
section 2.2. 

The other terms of Equation (1) are determined during the inversion of the radiometric equation. 
The inverse non-linearity term, NL-1, is tabulated from pre-flight characterised camera data scaled 
to the specific setting of each band using the methodology described in section 3.4.1. The smear 
signal and the straylight contribution are directly derived from the instrument measurements, as 
explained in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 below. 



2.1.1 Smear signal 

The smear signal is due to the residual exposure to light during charge transfer from the image zone 
to the storage zone of the CCD. At the end of the exposure time charge accumulated in row n of the 
CCD are transferred at clock rate to the storage zone, during this transfer, the moving “virtual row” 
is exposed very briefly to all wavelengths higher than its nominal one (transfer is toward NIR). 
Similarly before the exposure, each virtual empty row (free of charge) is progressively scrolled 
down from the top of the CCD toward its nominal location during exposure, thus being exposed 
briefly  to all  wavelengths shorter  than its  nominal  one.  The sum of  these two terms is  the smear 
signal. As transfer time is very short with respect to exposure duration (1.3 ms vs. 42.7 ms, i.e. 3%), 
it can be considered that integration of smear signal (at a given spectral edge) is instantaneous. 

To allow estimating this contribution, a fully virtual channel – the so-called smear band – is built 
summing 31 rows located outside the exposed CCD area, thus integrating only the incoming 
radiance field during transfer. It is acquired in the same way as for the observation channels and 
transmitted to ground where it is used for their corrections. 

To summarise, every CCD row of nominal wavelength n acquired during exposure time [t1, t2] has 
integrated the spectral domain [ 1, n-1] at t1 and [ n+1, N] at t2. This process is illustrated on Figure 
10 for both an actual channel and the virtual smear channel. 

 
Figure 10: Smear signal generation for an actual channel (left) and the virtual smear channel (right) with (t3-t2) + (t1-t0) = 

1.3 ms ; t2-t1 = 42.7 ms 

Each  actual  channel  is  corrected  by  a  weighted  average  of  smear  channel  values  at  t1 and  t2, 
weights being derived according to channel wavelength: 

, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (Eq. 2) 

where  is the smear channel signal corrected for non-linearity and dark offset. 

2.1.2 Straylight 

The straylight in MERIS is the result of scattering or specular (ghost image) processes within the 
spectrometers resulting in contributions to a given sample of all other samples within a given 
camera, with weights decreasing with distance. It is represented by a convolutive process using 
kernels  derived  by  a  Monte-Carlo  ray-tracing  (ASAP)  from  a  detailed  optical  model  of  the  each  
camera based on actual characterisation of all optical elements. Examples of the kernels are given 
on Figure 11 in log scale relative to the direct beam. 



 
Figure 11: Plot of a straylight convolution kernel in log scale (generated for FM1 – or camera 4 – at 715 nm and FOV 

centre) 

The straylight contribution to the calibration signal, relative to the light field at the instrument 
entrance, is between 0.5% and 2% depending on wavelength and location in FOV. The final impact 
on the instrument’s radiometric gains however, is less than 0.3% when stray-light is included in an 
iterative calibration processing (see section 2.2)  

2.2 MERIS calibration processing  

The radiometric calibration data processing can thus be summarised in four main steps: 

1. A radiometric calibration measurement provides instrument numerical counts Xcal( ,k), where  
stands for the spectral channel and k for the spatial position; 

2. Instrumental corrections (non-linearity, dark offset, smear) yields corrected counts, X’cal( ,k), 
considered as perfectly proportional to the radiance at instrument entrance, including the 
straylight contribution; 

3. Instrument Inverse Gain Coefficients A0 are then computed such as: 

( ) ( ) ) (Eq. 3) 

where ( ) ( ) ( ) are the calibration 
counts corrected for non-linearity, dark offset and smear; 

4.  are estimated from E0( ), the Sun extraterrestrial irradiance at the MERIS channel 
wavelength, illumination and viewing geometry and the diffuser BRDF (bi-directional 



reflectance distribution function). The straylight contribution is computed and added to the 
calibration radiance before use. This process includes an iterative loop: as the straylight 
contribution is estimated from the corrupted signal, the corrected signal allows deriving a 
better estimate of the straylight contribution that in turn allows computing a better corrected 
signal. Iterations are stopped when improvement stops being significant or degrades; 

5. The diffuser BRDF has been characterised on-ground and is corrected for the diffuser ageing 
when used on on-orbit data; 

6. E0 is derived from a model [1], the seasonal variation of the Sun-Earth distance, and the 
instrument spectral characterisation (channels central wavelengths and spectral response 
curves); 

7. Geometry is derived from Satellite position and attitude computations and instrument pointing 
characterisation. 

Exposure of the instrument to space environment implies ageing of its components, including 
diffuser plates and optics. If degradation of the sensor itself is inherently part of the instrument 
response, and as such must be accounted for in the Inverse Gain Coefficients computation, ageing 
of the diffuser plate impacts the estimation of the radiance at instrument entrance. It is thus 
necessary to monitor and quantify this ageing independently, thanks to a second diffuser plate, 
used much less frequently. 

There are two possible approaches to handle the variation of the instrument response with time: 
the first one is to frequently update the calibration coefficients, the second one is to model their 
evolution with time, the second option (trending) was chosen for MERIS. 

2.3 Integration into the operational Earth Observation processing 

The overall processing chain from instrument acquisitions to calibrated top of atmosphere (TOA) 
radiances is outlined on Figure 12. It includes: 

1. The gain computations, or processing of the on-board radiometric calibration data into 
instantaneous gain coefficients, corrected for diffuser plate ageing as appropriate. This step 
includes the use of the Sun extraterrestrial irradiance model and of the Instrument Spectral 
model. The Sun Irradiance model is composed of a Sun spectral irradiance spectrum, provided 
at a fixed Sun-Earth distance ([ref Thuillier]), and is used after correction for the seasonal 
variation of the Sun-Earth distance through the use of ephemerids. The Instrument spectral 
model is the one described in § 4.2 below. 

2. The gain modelling that, for a given set of instantaneous gain coefficients, allows to model the 
sensor degradation and derive reference gains – or gain coefficients valid for a reference time – 
and a model of instrument degradation – i.e. a mathematical representation of the variation 
with time of the gain coefficients (see § 4.1.3). 

3. Finally the calibration of the Earth observation data itself, within the Level 1b processing: the 
conversion of instrument digital counts into calibrated top of atmosphere radiance. An 
additional and final step (for what regards radiometry) is the straylight correction, applied on 
calibrated Erath Observation data in the same way than to radiometric calibration acquisitions. 
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Figure 12: MERIS Calibration processing chain. Red symbols indicate the use of models. 

3 MERIS PRE-FLIGHT CHARACTERISATION 

3.1 Diffuser BRDF characterisation 

The diffuser plates, made of SpectralonTM, provide a uniform illumination signal over the large 
field of view of the instrument. The manufacturing of the MERIS diffuser plates was performed by 
careful selection of the Teflon beads of the highest purity, and the same source material was used 
for the manufacture of all samples – witnesses, qualification and flight. The manufacture process at 
Labsphere was carefully reviewed by ESA and cleanliness (Class100) and shaving procedures 
imposed for maximum reproducibility between all samples. Finally a post-delivery thermal bake-out 
procedure was developed by ESA, and applied to all samples used in the development. It must be 



noted, that the class 100 requirement was kept from manufacture at Labsphere, characterisation at 
TNO, assembly and test at instrument and spacecraft level, until the instrument’s first light on-
orbit. 

The calibration plates have been extensively characterised prior to launch, using a dedicated BDRF 
bench (Figure 13) to an absolute accuracy of better than 1%. This performance estimate was later 
confirmed (see below) by a round-robin exercise performed with other laboratories (i.e. NIST, 
NASA, NPL). 

 
Figure 13: BRDF Characterisation bench overview 

The diffuser characterisation was performed in MERIS-like illumination and viewing geometries, 
and including the shift of position on the diffusers of the exit pupil. 

The characterisation was performed for wavelengths {410, 490, 560, 681, 775 & 900 nm}, spread 
over the useful MERIS spectral range, for the field positions {±7, ± 3.5, 0 deg} within each cameras, 
and for the solar azimuth angles {21.1, 24.3, 27.5, 32.3, 35.1}. Note that the solar elevation angle 
during characterisation was always set to 65.5 deg. 

The estimated error budget for this bench was estimated through an extensive commissioning 
activity and can be found in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: BRDF characterisation bench error budget 

 

Characterisation shows (Figure 14) a BRDF close to Lambertian < ± 10% variation across the field of 
view, and with an absolute value close to 1/ , equivalent to an albedo of 1. The results identified 
some sensitivity to wavelengths (< 5%), both across the instrument field of view and with regards to 
the solar azimuth - yearly cycle.  



 
Figure 14: Diffuser plate 1 BRDF variations across the MERIS field of view: (left) at 410 nm as a function of solar azimuth, 

(right) at 900 nm as a function of solar azimuth illumination, and (centre) as a function of wavelength for a fixed 
azimuth. 

Characterisation also showed a very similar BRDF behaviour (< ±0.5%) between the two on-board 
diffusers  (Figure  15  and  Figure  16)  allowing  for  a  simple  and  robust  monitoring  strategy  to  
determine the ageing characteristics of the diffusers. 

 
Figure 15: Diffuser plate 1 (left) and 2 (right) BRDF for a given illumination condition as a function of the viewing zenith 

angle (VZA axis) and wavelength. 

These small relative BRDF difference between both on-board diffusers was further validated on-
orbit, using MERIS as a transfer radiometer, by comparing directly the raw MERIS data during an 
aging calibration sequence (Figure 16-centre). 



 

 

 
Figure 16: On-board diffusers relative BRDF differences. (Right) averaged over all characterised solar azimuth angles, 

(Left) averaged over all characterised wavelengths, (Centre) on-orbit, averaged over all Bands for a single azimuth 
angle. All plots are on the same scale ±0.6 %.  

In order to validate the absolute values from the MERIS BRDF characterisation bench, a round-robin 
exercise was performed between TNO and NASA, using a MERIS witness diffuser transported in 
class 100 containers etc. to remove any contamination issues from the comparison. You can find 
below (Figure 16) the result of this inter-comparison and although the measurement approach used 
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to measure BRDF where different – over illumination vs. under illumination – the results agree to 
within the quoted measurements errors. 

 
Figure 17: Diffuser BRDF measurements comparison of a witness plate #21, across the MERIS filed of view for four 

wavelengths scanning the useful spectral range of MERIS 

As will be shown further later, the confidence in the quality of the BRDF characterisation of the on-
board diffusers is very high, and all results available to date show that these are within the quoted 
error budget of Table 2. 

3.2 BRDF model 

The diffuser BRDF characterisation data has been used to derive an analytic model of BRDF as a 
function of observation geometry. A model depending only on Sun and view zenith angles and on 
relative azimuth angle has been selected as dedicated ground measurements showed that, to 
within the pre-flight measurement accuracy, the diffuser’s BRDF was relatively insensitive to plate 
translation and rotation.  

The selected model is the one of Rahman [5]. Its performances, reported on Figure 18, are better 
than 0.3% RMS and ± 1% peak. 

 
Figure 18: Performances of BRDF model for diffuser 2 
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The model is applied to characterisation data independently for each characterised wavelength. 
Computation of the BRDF at a given MERIS operational wavelengths is obtained by spectral 
interpolation. An example of spectral interpolation performance is shown on Figure 19: BRDF at 
775 nm interpolated between measurements at 681 and 900 nm (greatest wavelength step) have 
been compared to characterisation. The maximum error is less than 0.25%, RMS is 0.1%. 

  
Figure 19: Performances of BRDF spectral interpolation 

Relative accuracy of the BRDF model applied to in-flight geometry conditions can be estimated 
through the analysis of the instrument’s gain stability. Apart from the expected long term browning 
of the diffuser plate and optics, affecting mostly short wavelengths, instrument gain should be 
stable with time and across field of view. Analysis of on-orbit data, show however, a residual 
dependence of the computed instrument gains with Sun azimuth angle on the diffuser. The solar 
illumination azimuth angle varies throughout the year by more than 14 degrees. Figure 20 shows 
the relative evolution of gains obtained for two extreme azimuth angles with respect to a reference 
one obtained at a medium azimuth. It clearly shows that the curvature of the smoothly varying gain 
difference across the field of view changes sign with the azimuth difference. This change of 
curvature is directly correlated to the change of Sun azimuth, which leads us to believe that this 
effect is due to residual errors in the BRDF model. Centred peak error is ± 0.5%. 

It appears that, at least to first order, this residual error is independent of wavelength, as shown on 
Figure 20. 

 
Figure 20: Right: Relative Gain difference for all bands, orbits 22859 and 25259 relative to 24059, i.e. July and December 
relative to October, 2006. Left: Corresponding Sun azimuth angles, differences are +4.2 deg. (22859 to 24059) and -5.3 

deg. (25259 to 24059). 
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It must be stressed that this error most likely due to limitations in the mathematical expression of 
the model to accurately represent the characterised data: assuming that characterised data 
represents the truth while models may bring in the residual azimuth dependency, the same kind of 
comparison can be done bearing in mind that the gain ratio is the inverse of the modelled BRDF 
ratio (gain is computed as corrected counts upon calibration radiance, the latter being proportional 
to the diffuser BRDF as computed through its model, i.e “truth upon model” for a given azimuth). 
Hence, the ratio of the characterised BRDF upon its model, also representative of “truth upon 
model” should be directly comparable, as shown on Figure 21. This clearly indicates that the pre-
flight BRDF measurements better captures the actual BRDF of the diffuser than the model used. 

 
Figure 21: BRDF model error dependency with SAA: ratio of measure upon model relative to the 27.5 deg reference Sun 

azimuth, for azimuths 24.3 and 35.1 degrees and all bands. 

3.3 Spectral characterisation 

3.3.1 Spectral characterisation of the Cameras 

An extensive spectral characterisation campaign was performed on all MERIS cameras. Due to time 
constraints, the characterisation was limited to 9 field positions and 17 spectral pixels out of the 
740x520 pixels of the imaging zone of each camera. Each of the characterised pixels (9x17x5) where 
scanned spectrally over a range of ± 3nm, with a step of 0.1 nm and a bandwidth of 0.02 nm. The 
stated absolute spectral accuracy of these measurements was given at 0.15 nm.  

In Figure 22, an example of such measurements is given including the modelled Gaussian fit to this 
response. The pixel’s spectral response is found to be Gaussian to better than 0.5% RMS across all 
bands of all cameras as illustrated, and the resulting pixel half width at 1/e are to within 0.02 nm 
RMS per band across all cameras. 



 
Figure 22: Spectral pixel line shape and associated Gaussian model for: (Right) line 3 (394 nm), column 407, (Left) line 

409 (900 nm), column 615 of camera 4. 

As expected from the optical design, the measurements confirmed a very linear dispersion law 
across the spectrum (Figure 23-right), with a residual deviation <± 0.3nm with regards to the linear 
fit (Figure 23-left). 

 
Figure 23: Characterised central wavelength for Camera 4. Right: Wavelengths (nm) as a function of CCD line number. 

Left: Deviation from linear trend [nm] as a function of line number. (Line 1 = 390nm, Line 520 = 1040 nm) 

From these measurements, an instrument spectral model was developed where the dispersion is 
modelled by a linear term and its associated spectral offset (Figure 24), corrected from the 
deviation from linear. This simple equation defines the wavelength for the central pixel (= 370) of 
each line. 

 
Figure 24: Right: Camera linear dispersion (nm) per CCD lines for all five MERIS cameras (modules). Left: Spectral offset 

(nm) for all five MERIS cameras 



The scatter in the measurement results seen in deviation from linear plot of Figure 23-right, is due 
to the variation of the central wavelength within the field of view of camera 4 - commonly known 
as smile - which is illustrates Figure 25 below for all five MERIS cameras. Note that the “smile” of 
camera  4  is  substantially  smaller  than  that  of  the  other  four  cameras,  which  show  a  clear  
misalignment between the image of the spectrometer slits and the lines on the CCD detector. 

 
Figure 25: Characterised central wavelength for all MERIS cameras as a function of field of view (column #) for line 297 

centred at 760 nm. 

From the characterisation data (Figure 25), it is clear that the spectral behaviour of camera 4 is 
significantly different for that of the other cameras, showing a much more constant spectral 
response across its field of view. For the remaining four cameras, a consistent spectral shift of 
approximately 1 nm is apparent across their field of view, due to a slight systematic misalignment 
of the CCD lines with regards to the image of the spectrometer’s entrance slit  

The smile is  accounted for  in  the instrument spectral  model,  by a spectral  offset  as  a  function of  
position in the field of view (column #). Figure 26-left below, similar to Figure 24-left, shows the 
deviation from the linear fit for camera 2, where the scatter due to the smile is more obvious, while 
Figure 26-right, shows the spectral sampling steps computed per field position (columns) in the 
interval between the measured central wavelengths, which demonstrates that the simple 
approximation of including a linear spectral offset as correction for the smile, as a function of 
column  number,  is  acceptable  and  results  in  a  model  error  of  less  than  0.001  nm  max  –  for  all  
cameras - which provides the needed justification for the choice of this model. 

 
Figure 26: Characterised central wavelength for Camera 2. Right: Deviation from linear trend (nm) as a function of line 
number. Left: Spectral sampling step computed per column in the interval between measurements. (Line 1 = 390 nm, 

Line 520 = 1040 nm). 



In order to compute the instrument line-shape response for all MERIS pixels / bands (3700 pixels, 
15 bands), we need to introduce a pixel bandwidth as a function of line number (wavelength). 
Figure 27 shows the variation of the pixel (line) spectral bandwidth as a function of line number 
(wavelength) for all five MERIS cameras. The spectral dependence of the bandwidth was fitted, per 
camera, with a fourth order polynomial in order to account for its spectral evolution. The root 
mean square of the bandwidth is included in the plot as the error bar, showing that bandwidth 
varies from pixel to pixel, within each camera, due to slight variation (< 5%) of the pixel response 
uniformity within each CCD pixels (22.5µm).  

 
Figure 27: Pixel bandwidth deviation from linear trend (nm) as a function of line number (Line 1 = 390 nm, 

Line 520 = 1040 nm) 

No clear pattern emerged from the spatial (column dependant) variation of the measured spectral 
bandwidth within each band, no spatial dependence of the bandwidth was included in the 
instrument spectral model. However, it must be noted that precision of the bandwidth has a much 
smaller impact on the radiometric accuracy of the instrument than the bands central wavelength, 
as the bandwidth is effectively calibrated out during calibration, while the bands central 
wavelength has a direct impact on radiometry while in observation, due to the complex spectral 
signatures of the different targets.  

The above model, allows for a precise computation of the bandwidth and central wavelength of all 
3700 pixels of the 15 MERIS bands. The bandwidth of the MERIS bands is computed by summing of 
the elementary pixel bandwidths shifted by the spectral sampling step, to form a MERIS band - 
normalised to the band’s maximum response (Figure 28), where it can be seen, that for large 
bands, i.e. band 13 = 20 nm), the MERIS spectral response is very close to that of a square band 
pass.  

 
Figure 28: Right: Modelled Band 11 Line shape (3 spectral pixels), Left: Modelled Band 13 Line shape (16 spectral pixels) 

for the central pixel of the five cameras. 



From the characterisation data, we were able to derive a simple instrument spectral model,  

( )  

where: 

m is  the  camera  index,  l and k are indices for CCD rows (spectral direction) and columns (spatial 
direction), respectively; 

 are camera dependent polynomial coefficient providing the central wavelength at camera FOV 
centre as a function of the CCD row index l; 

 are polynomial coefficients providing the central wavelength deviation at a given column k 
with respect to that at FOV centre. 

and validate that central wavelength for all MERIS bands can be computed to a very high accuracy 
with a well-known and stable bandwidth determined mainly by the number of pixels making up the 
band and their spectral sampling interval, and to a much lesser degree to the bandwidth of the 
elementary pixel, which have been shown to have more variability, most probably due to the pixel 
size non-uniformity across these large arrays (740 x 520). 

3.3.2 Spectral characterisation of Erbium doped Spectralon diffuser 

As mentioned earlier, an Erbium doped “pink” diffuser is used on-board for the spectral calibration. 
The absorption spectrum of the MERIS spectral diffuser was measured at ESA with a Cary 5000 
spectrophotometer in ultra-high precision scan mode. The UV-VIS detector was a high performance 
R928 photomultiplier tube and the NIR detector was an electro-thermally controlled lead sulphide 
photocell. In the UV-VIS domain, the measurement data interval was 0.05 nm and the bandwidth 
also 0.05 nm, while for the NIR domain, the data interval had to be relaxed to 1.0 nm and the 
bandwidth also to 1.0 nm due to the difference in detector sensitivity. Note that the two 
absorption  peaks  used  in  the  MERIS  spectral  calibration  –  Peak  1  &  3  –  are  both  in  the  UV-VIS  
domain (Figure 29). 

 
Figure 29: Erbium doped Spectralon diffuser absorption spectrum measured by a Cary 5000 spectrophotometer in ultra-

high precision scan mode. Blue diamonds indicate the spectral location of the MERIS elementary spectral pixels. 



The high-resolution spectral data will need to be convolved with the MERIS elementary pixels 
bandwidth and corrected for the air-vacuum spectral shift, before being ready for use for 
calibration. 

3.4 Other key parameters characterisation 

3.4.1  Non-linearity 

The MERIS radiometric response non-linearity was characterised extensively at a number of stages 
within the instruments development.  

Initial studies identified the following sources of non-linear response in the instrument: The CCD 
three phases clock voltage in dither clocking mode, the CCD trans-impedance amplifier, the 
Detection Unit output amplifier, the video electronic unit amplifier (interface DU/VEU) and the 
video electronic unit analogue to digital converter, while experimental results showed that the 
major contribution originates from the detectors, and in particular the CCD’s output trans-
impedance amplifier. At CCD level, the characterisation consisted in measuring the detectors 
output in mV against a varying input irradiance obtained by moving the detector away from a 
stable and carefully monitored illumination source, and relying on the well-known quadratic law 
behaviour of light propagation from a point source. 

The  integral  non-linearity  of  the  ADC  converter  was  measured  at  VEU  level,  and  showed  to  be  
negligible for all twelve gains settings {1 - 3.75}. 

In order to combine the unit level characterisation to an instrument level non-linearity function, 
verifications were performed between unit pairs CCD/DU & DU/VEU and finally CCD/DU/VEU which 
showed that these interfaces did not introduce any noticeable non-linearity contributions. For what 
concerns the contribution from the CCD clocking including dither, it was shown that this is 
accounted for in the CCD level characterisation as long as the CCD is illuminated by an extended 
source (Figure 30). 

 
Figure 30: MERIS level non-linearity correction (DN) as a function of signal (DN) for CCD-FM1 



The non-linearity requirements (NL <  1%)  were  specified  as  a  percentage  of  the  response,  which  
means that the main focus of the characterisation activity was directed on low light levels, a 
domain important for ocean colour, as the majority of ocean surfaces has a relatively low light 
signal levels in the NIR spectral region outside of glint areas. 

The non-linearity characteristics were determined per camera {CCD, DU, VEU} for a single micro-
band, with a VEU gain of 1. This, in combination with the precisely measured VEU gains (12 levels) 
allows one to compute, from the same characterisation data, the non-linearity look-up tables for all 
bands, in the same camera, by scaling the data counts per band by the inverse of the VEU gain and 
number of micro-bands used in this band, to retrieve the proper NL correction term.  

The non-linearity of the MERIS instrument, although intrinsically very low overall, showed to be 
slightly above the 1% requirement for low light levels. An intensive characterisation activity was 
performed both at unit level and at the different integration stages, to understand the sources of 
this non-linearity, and deliver a characterisation data set of sufficient quality to correct for the 
residual non-linear response at instrument level to a relative radiometric accuracy of better than 
0.2 % at typical oceanic scene levels. 

3.4.2  Sensitivity to polarisation 

In the MERIS design, a polarisation scrambler is included, just behind the UV filter, in the optical 
path of each camera, to minimize the sensitivity of MERIS to polarised signals - see §1.1 for more 
detail. 

Polarisation measurements are difficult to make, in particular when quantifying a depolarisation 
efficiency at instrument level, hence the verification approach chosen by MERIS was that of 
verifying at component level, the compliance of the scrambling window spectral behaviour when 
illuminated with monochromatic polarised light at particular orientations, which would be used to 
validate the design. 

 
Figure 31: Scrambling window depolarisation performance 

The advantage of such test is that the expected signal modulation is high enough to be detected, 
while direct measurement of the depolarisation is buried into measurement noise and parasitic 
effects such as straylight. 



The instrument level MERIS polarisation sensitivity, based on the measured instrument polarisation 
sensitivity without scramblers, and modulated by the theoretical depolarisation efficiency of the 
scrambler, yields a final MERIS polarisation sensitivity reported in Figure 32. 

 
Figure 32: MERIS observation concept 

The MERIS polarisation sensitivity, initially relatively low < 3%, is reduced to better than 0.25% by 
the use of a full pupil depolarising scrambling window. This key instrument design allows the user 
to make the assumption that the instrument is insensitive to polarisation states, which simplifies 
and  makes  the  retrieval  of  ocean  colour  products  much  more  robust.  It  must  be  noted  however  
that the introduction of this type of optical component will introduce a slight degradation of the 
instrument’s point spread function, and introduce ghosts images that need to be carefully baffled. 

3.4.3 Straylight characterisation 

The MERIS straylight contribution has been analysed in detail using the ASAP non-sequential ray-
tracing software by Breault Research. The first analysis showed that great care had to be taken with 
regards to baffling, light trapping, the slit, the choice of the absorbing black paint, and the design of 
the edges of baffles and aperture stop - not only in the spectrometer where most of the strayligh 
occurs, but also through both optical paths - observation and calibration.  

The original overall straylight level was a little more than 2%, but this was reduced to less than 1% 
by proper design improvements, mainly in the spectrometer, trapping all diffraction orders except 
order -1, and by proper design and positioning of baffles and aperture stops. Table 2 includes the 
total integrated scatter (TIS) values, as measured from witness samples of the flight models, of all  
the optical components, except for the gratings, in the optical path of the five cameras. The baffle 
paint was chosen to be specular and highly absorbing (> 98%). 



Table 2: Measured scattering characteristics of the optical surface of MERIS, used in the straylight model computed with 
the ASAP s/w 

Surfaces TIS 632nm [E-4] 

  FM-1 FM-2 FM-3 FM-4 FM-5 

Lens L1 - Side 1 0.64 0.95 0.95 0.85 0.86 

Lens L1 - Side 2 0.79 0.92 0.75 0.23 0.94 

Lens L2 - Side 1 0.86 0.87 0.94 0.6 0.23 

Lens L2 - Side 2 0.79 0.75 0.53 0.92 0.5 

Lens L3 - Side 1 0.79 0.75 0.5 1.9 0.23 

Lens L3 - Side 2 0.86 0.6 0.7 1.2 0.5 

Mirror M1 8.6 8.8 9.4 15 24 

Mirror M2 8.6 15 5.7 6.6 7 

Field Lens 0.75 0.65 0.23 0.23 0.23 

Corrector block W-1 0.94 0.92 0.23 1.9 0.4 

Corrector block W-2 0.94 0.92 0.23 1.9 0.4 

Grating (H-S) 30 30 30 30 30 

Blocking filter 2.1 1.7 1.1 1.1 1.1 

Total wav=632nm 5.67E-03 6.28E-03 5.13E-03 6.24E-03 6.64E-03 

The scattering characteristics of the Jobin-Yvon holographic gratings were measured on an 
engineering model at ESA-ESTEC, where all diffraction orders were measured, and a model 
developed for the -1 diffraction order. 

The measurements were made on a Zeiss sLG 110 scatterometer, using the 514 nm line of an Argon 
Laser. Figure 33-left shows the results for the ± 2 diffraction orders over a scattering range of 
roughly ± 10 deg, while Figure 33-right shows the -1 diffraction order used in MERIS as a function of 
wavelengths.  

 
Figure 33: MERIS grating scattering measurement performed on a Zeiss 110 scatterometer at 514 nm. Left: All 

diffraction orders between orders ± 2 (Range: 1-10-9) vs angles (± 9 Deg), Right: -1 diffraction order (Range: 1-10-6) as a 
function of wavelength (± 100nm) 

From these measurements,  a  scattering model  for  the -1 order of  the MERIS grating was derived 
which yields the following characteristics: Lambertian scattering background of a 1%, plus a Harvey-
Shack scatterer with 0.3% TIS at 632 nm (HARVEY 32, -1.8, .001) = 1.3% total  

A detailed model of MERIS was included in ASAP, and all the measured characteristics of the 
witness samples included. Figure 34 shows the in-field distribution of the scattering within the 
instrument. 



 

 
Figure 34: ASAP scattered radiation for MERIS Camera FM 2 centred at 585 nm. Top: Surface representation of scattered 

filed across the MERIS CCD, Bottom-Left: Cut in the spatial dimension centred on geometric optics position (Centre of 
FOV), Bottom-Right: Centred Spectral cut. 

The outputs of the ASAP model are used as de-convolution kernel in the straylight correction. The 
straylight correction is applied both during calibration and observation to properly account for the 
difference spectral signature of the scatter - white for the calibration diffuser, and mainly blue, for 
typical ocean colour target. 

4 MERIS ON-ORBIT CALIBRATION 

4.1 Radiometric calibration 

4.1.1 Dark Offset 

Dark Offset observations are regularly acquired during dedicated calibration sequences: 1000 
frames are acquired as part of every radiometric calibration, then averaged temporally and 
transmitted to ground. This allows a regular monitoring of the dark offset as well as the generation 
of dark offset correction coefficients. 

In addition, several orbits have been acquired with the calibration mechanism in shutter position 
during the Commissioning phase in order to study potential along-orbit Dark offset variations. This 
has been done both with the Offset Control Loop (OCL) enabled and disabled. It has shown clearly 



that the Dark Offset varies along the orbit in a camera and channel dependent way, and that OCL 
does correct this effect efficiently. Figure 35 shows one example for OCL-ON (nominal setting, left) 
and one for OCL off (right). 

  

  
Figure 35: Dark offset during orbit 252 OCL-ON (left) and orbit 255, OCL-OFF (right), band 1 (top) and smear band 

(bottom), vs. pixels (front axis) and time. The five cameras of MERIS can be clearly identified in the OCL-OFF case. The 
time dimension is averaged over 100 samples; the across-track one is sub-sampled and averaged (5 positions across 
each camera FOV, averaged over 10 pixels). The vertical scale is Reduced Resolution counts, i.e. 16 times the level at 

ADC output in these cases. 

Accounting for  the scaling factor  of  16,  the mean level  in  OCL-ON is  very close to the theoretical  
convergence  level  of  9.5  at  ADC  output:  within  0.1  count  for  all  cameras  but  4,  within  0.3  for  
camera 4, and the level is extremely stable: temporal standard deviation is about 0.1 count for all 
observation bands of all cameras, about 0.3 count for the smear band. 

In OCL-OFF mode the along-orbit drift observed on Figure 35 (right) affects both mean and RMS 
values: the means are within [9.5,10.5], depending of the drift amplitude, and the temporal 
standard deviations are within 0.1 (no or very small drift) to 0.5 (significant drift). It should be noted 
that if the drift is removed, the standard deviations are fairly comparable to those of the OCL-ON 
case. 



 
Figure 36: Short-term temporal standard deviation of Dark Offset in OCL-ON (left, orbit 252) and OCL-OFF (right, orbit 

255) modes. 

  

 
Figure 37: Same as Figure 35 for two orbits crossing the SAA: 292 (OCL-OFF, left) & 293 (OCL-ON, right). Spikes are 

clearly visible as well as higher sensitivity of the smear band due to its larger width. 



 
Figure 38: South Atlantic Anomaly with swath of orbits 292 and 293 overplots. 

The same verification of along-orbit dark offset stability allowed identifying sensitivity of MERIS to 
the South Atlantic Anomaly: Figure 37 shows the same plots but for orbits 292 and 293 that 
intersect the South Atlantic Anomaly. Spikes in dark offset appear as the platform crosses the SAA, 
smear band being much more affected than band 1 as integrating signal over more CCD rows (31 
vs. 8 for band 1). It should be noted that the spikes are scaled down by the time and space 
averaging required for plotting. 

In nominal operations, dark offset is measured during every radiometric calibration. 1000 frames 
are acquired and the time average is transmitted to ground along with the radiometric 
measurements, allowing to derive offset correction coefficients as well as to monitor its long-term 
stability. It must be stressed here that Dark Calibrations are always performed outside the South 
Atlantic Anomaly.  

OCL-ON  dark  offsets  proved  to  be  extremely  stable  over  the  mission  as  shown  on  Figure  39  for  
band 1 and the smear band (all observation bands behave similarly to band 1). Long-term stability is 
better than 0.04 counts at ADC output for all observation bands and lower than 0.16 counts for the 
smear band. 

 
Figure 39: Dark Calibration measurements as a function of spatial pixel for all orbits in OCL on setting for band 1 (left) 

and smear band (right), scaled to micro-band level. 215 orbits are plotted on top of each other. 



In contrast, OCL-OFF values show higher variability, as expected from Commissioning 
measurements with shutter closed. Figure 40 shows the behaviour of bands 1 and 2 during the 
OCL-OFF period (55 calibration orbits): the total spread is about 2 counts (at ADC output), with a 
temporal standard deviation of about 0.2 counts for observation bands and 0.5 for the smear band. 

 
Figure 40: Same as Figure 39 for OCL off orbits.55 orbits are plotted.  

Analysis of the OCL-ON temporal behaviour of Dark Offset shows that there is no trend. Figure 41 
that displays the per camera spatial averages as a function of orbit for band 1 and the smear band, 
clearly demonstrates OCL-ON dark offset temporal stability. Such a behaviour justifies that a 
temporal average can be used to build the per pixel Dark Offset correction coefficient table. The 
same table is also used for OCL-OFF Earth observation data. 

 
Figure 41: Temporal evolution of per camera averaged Dark Offsets for all OCL On orbits, for band 1 (left) and the smear 

band (right). No temporal trend appears. 

In conclusion, when in OCL-ON mode, the MERIS dark offset is extremely stable to better than a 
tenth of a bit of a twelve bit word, and this performance degrades to 0.5 bits when in OCL-OFF, if 
no corrections are applied. ESA foresees to correct the OCL-OFF period (2004-2006) using a method 
similar to that used on board – making use of the “blank pixels” (see Figure 5) in order to bring to 
the same level of radiometric offset stability for the complete MERIS archive.  



The sensitivity of the MERIS detectors to the high energy particle found in the South Atlantic 
Anomaly, although significant, impacts effectively only a very low number of pixels, and in fact only 
has a very limited impact on MERIS ocean colour mission, mainly limited to the highly sensitive 
“florescence maximum chlorophyll index”. 

4.1.2 Diffuser ageing 

The diffuser plates have been exposed to a post-production cleaning process in order to reduce the 
degradation (browning) of its scattering characteristics when exposed to space environment. 
According to pre-flight simulations, the degradation over the mission lifetime should be very small. 
However, in order to verify this hypothesis, MERIS makes use of its second on-board diffuser 
(diffuser 2) – deployed only every 3 months – to monitor the degradation of the frequently used 
diffuser-1 deployed every 2 weeks. 

 
Figure 42: MERIS diffusers cumulated exposure to UV: frequent radiometric diffuser (blue, left scale), reference 

radiometric diffuser (green, right scale) and spectral diffuser (pink, right scale), as of March 2011. 

These comparisons are performed when the instrument is used as a transfer radiometer comparing 
measurements of both diffusers acquired on consecutive orbits, hence with almost identical 
illumination conditions. The comparison of the on-orbit calibration results using the two diffusers 
has confirmed that they have nearly identical BRDF – as expected from the pre-flight 
characterisation [3]. 

By monitoring the ratio of the instrument response to both diffusers, an estimate of the 
degradation of the frequently used diffuser-1 with respect to the reference diffuser-2 can be 
determined. 

As of March 2011, Diffuser-1 had been exposed to approximately 370 min. of solar radiation (Figure 
42), and shows a degradation of approximately 2% at 412 nm. According to the diffuser’s 
qualification report [4], the ”browning” of the Spectralon diffusers follows a linear degradation 
trend for low to medium illumination durations. This was confirmed on-orbit (see Figure 43), where 
the reduction in reflectivity is expressed per orbit.  

As diffuser-2 has been exposed approximately 37 min., i.e. about 10 times less than diffuser-1, with 
the assumption that the degradation is due to exposure to solar illumination only, we can infer that 
diffuser-2 has suffered a degradation of less than 0.2% after almost ten years of the MERIS mission. 



 
Figure 43: Relative evolution of diffusers response ratio. 

The diffuser ageing measurements have been linearly fitted and the results, expressed as 
reflectivity loss in percent per year are shown on Figure 44 as a function of wavelength. The 
accuracy of the model is about 0.002 RMS. As it is highly correlated with the Sun azimuth variation, 
it is thought to be due mainly to the differences between the residual errors of the BRDF models for 
the two diffusers. 

 
Figure 44: Diffuser ageing rate at MERIS channels wavelength, in percent per year. 

4.1.3 Optics degradation model 

Optics is known to degrade exponentially when exposed to a space environment [6]. Barnes 
developed a degradation model for SeaWiFS which was selected for MERIS.  

Starting from a reference value ), the gain evolution with time follows 

( ) (1   (2) 

where t is time, t0 a time of reference,  can be considered as the maximum degradation,  as the 
time scale of the exponential and  as a time offset. 

The exponentially decreasing response of the instrument was confirmed early in the MERIS mission, 
based on bi-weekly diffuser-1 calibrations, and it was decided in 2004 that a trending model based 



on Eq.  (2)  shall  be applied on a per band and per pixel  basis  for  both MERIS resolutions (RR:  925 
pixels, FR: 3700 pixels). 

4.1.3.1MERIS 2005 degradation model 

Methodology 

As a consequence of the limited accuracy of the BRDF model dependency to Sun azimuth 
illumination angle, discussed in section 3.1, the degradation model discussed above has not been 
applied directly to the measured gains but to normalised gains. As reported earlier, the azimuth 
dependent BRDF model errors are mainly wavelength independent, and degradation of optical 
component in the visible decreases rapidly with increasing wavelength. Therefore normalising the 
gains to those of the NIR bands mitigated well this azimuthal dependence. 

 
Figure 45: Evolution of Instrument over 12months for orbits with almost constant azimuth. 

Left: band 1 (412 nm); Right: band 15 (900 nm). 

At the time this strategy was defined, direct verification of the assumption that only little 
degradation had occurred in the NIR had been performed by using a number of orbits with close to 
identical azimuth angles, thus minimizing residual model error. This allowed for an estimation of 
the instrument degradation trend through simple gain ratios. The conclusion at that time (2004) 
confirmed indeed that degradation in the NIR was negligible, as shown on Figure 45-right. 

The degradation model of Eq. 2 was thus fitted in two steps: 

In the first step, degradation is determined using the normalisation to the infrared band mentioned 
above, to minimise the BRDF model residual azimuth errors, in addition to normalisation to a 
reference time. This reference time was selected as the calibration for which illumination condition 
was the closest to that of the diffuser plate BRDF pre-flight characterisation (SAA = 27.3 degrees). 
The second step consist in the determination of the reference gain by averaging a set of gain 
measurements corrected for their time dependence using the model parameters determined in 
step 1. 

This can be summarised as: 

( ) = ( ) ( )  = (1  (3) 

where the parameters in red are the fit unknowns; and 

( ) = ( ) ( )
( )

  (4) 



The combination of those equations can then be applied to calibration of Earth Observation 
measurements using: 

( ) ( ) ( )  (5) 

It should be noted that (a) tref and t0 do not need to be identical, and (b) the diffuser used to derive 
the trending model and the reference gain do not need to be the same. 

This first operational version of this MERIS instrument degradation model was derived from 
calibration orbits  up to orbit  15460 (13/02/2005),  i.e.  using slightly  less  than 3 years  of  data.  The 
trending model was derived from all available diffuser 1 acquisitions while the reference gain was 
derived from all diffuser 2 gains with an SAA close to 27.3 degrees. These choices were motivated 
by a) the size of the data set used to fit the exponential law, and b) the better fit of the BRDF model 
on diffuser 2 relative to that of diffuser 1. 

This model, derived from calibration data in the period 04/2002 – 02/2005, was used for the 2nd 
MERIS reprocessing, and has been used in extrapolation until the 3rd MERIS re-processing. (Ref. Spie 
2011) 

An  example  of  the  relative  gain  evolution  for  band  1  of  camera  5  is  given  on  Figure  46-left.  The  
result of the modelling is also displayed and shows good agreement with the measurement, as can 
be seen from the residual error of Figure 46-right (RMSE=0.0012). 

 
Figure 46: Left: Evolution of Instrument response since orbit 846 for band 1 (412 nm) and camera 5 and corresponding 

degradation model. Right: Degradation model residual error. 

The parameters of the model as expressed in Eq. 3 are shown for all pixels of band 1 (412 nm) on 
Figure 47. 



 

 
Figure 47: Degradation model parameters for band 1, all cameras. From top to bottom: deviation from unity at ref. 

time, amplitude and time scale of the degradation ( ,  and 1/  of Eq. 3). 

Performance assessment 

The  fit  to  the  modelling  data  set  is  better  than  0.1%  RMS.  The  same  estimator  applied  to  the  
diffuser 2 validation data set restricted to the same time period is even better. It is assumed that 
this improvement is due to better quality of the BRDF model for diffuser 2. These results are shown 
on Figure 48 (left: diffuser 1, right: diffuser 2). 

 
Figure 48: Model quality estimated through modelling RMSE. Left: diffuser 1 (model derivation data set), right: 

diffuser 2 data for the same time period. 

Raw degradation, i.e. instrument response degradation directly derived from gain ratios at quasi-
constant Sun azimuth as presented on Figure 45, has been regularly monitored. The trending model 
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can be used for the same orbits and the model error derived. It is expressed as the data over model 
ratio, instead of the usual model over data, so as to directly translate into an error on the calibrated 
radiance: if the data over model ratio is below 1 the calibrated radiance is underestimated by the 
same amount. This methodology was applied at the first occurrence of the reference SAA after 
completion of the model, namely in October 2005, allowing assessing performance over the period 
covered by the modelling data set and up to 8 months in extrapolation. Trending model 
performance, averaged over cameras, is shown on Figure 49, as a function of orbit, for bands 1 (412 
nm, left) and 15 (900nm, right).  

 
Figure 49: Camera average modelling error as a function of orbit for bands 1 (412 nm, left) and 15 (900 nm, right). 

Figure 50 shows a small drift of the model compared to the raw degradation estimates, very similar 
for  all  bands  -  including  the  one  used  for  normalisation.  Its  values  in  October  2005  for  all  MERIS  
bands are shown on Figure 51-left, while Figure 51-right show the contribution to the total drift of 
the exponential model alone, i.e. after having removed the contribution induced by the 
normalisation to the NIR. 

 
Figure 51:  Performance of the trending model in October 2005: camera average model drift as a function of MERIS 
band (right) and contribution of the exponential fit itself, after removal of the error due to normalisation to 900nm 

(left). 

Analysis of Figure 51 shows that (a) normalisation to the NIR introduces a camera dependent offset, 
negligible for camera 1, 2 and 4, but about 0.5% for cameras 3 and 5; and b) that no significant drift 
of the exponential law can be identified after 8 months in extrapolation when compared to the 
fitted data. 



Repeated monitoring of the raw degradation at a Sun azimuth close to 27.3 degrees allowed 
confirmation that degradation at 900 nm increases to reach about 0.7% for the worst camera 
(camera 5) after 6 years, invalidating the NIR stability on which the 2005 model was built.  

4.1.3.2 MERIS 2009 degradation model 

Methodology 

A revised methodology had to be put in place as a conclusion of the 2005 model performance 
assessment detailed above. Normalisation to NIR is not appropriate anymore and the residual BRDF 
model azimuth dependency is still present. On the other hand, the extent of the model training set 
is now much larger, allowing for a good sampling of the seasonal cycle over the more than seven 
year period. 

It was thus decided to derive a trending model using directly the gain ratios, without normalisation 
to the NIR, using a modified form of Eq. 3, while Eq. 4 and 5 remained valid: 

( ) = 
( )

 = (1  (3b) 

This model was fitted to all diffuser-1 calibration orbits up to 34858 (30/10/2008) and did succeed 
to go through the wavy surface induced by the SAA dependency, as illustrated below for band 1 
(Figure  52).  The  RMS  residual  error  was  0.001  to  0.004  (0.1  to  0.4%  of  the  final  calibration  
coefficients), in agreement with the extent of the sun’s azimuth angle dependency on the different 
cameras. 



 
Figure 52: Left: Evolution of Instrument response since orbit 846 for band 1 (412 nm) and camera 1 to 3 (top to bottom) 

and corresponding degradation model. Right: Degradation model residual error. 



 

 
Figure 53: Same as Figure 51 for Cameras 4 and 5 (top to bottom). 

The parameters of the model as expressed in Eq. 3b are shown for all pixels of band 1 on Figure 54. 
Comparisons with Figure 47 show a lower pixel-to-pixel variability, as expected considering the 
extended data set, and an overall good consistency of the three fitting parameters. Some 
differences must however be noted:  

A general increase of the amplitude , in parallel to a general increase of the period 1/ , somewhat 
compensating each other consistently with the expected similarity between the two set of results. 

A decrease of the time adjustment term , that is partly explained by the change of the reference 
time and partly because the extension of the data set introduces larger discrepancies at the 
beginning of the mission (see e.g. Figure 53-bottom-right) suggesting that the instrument evolution, 
at least for the very first months, cannot be fully represented by the exponential model. 

 



 
Figure 54: Degradation model parameters for band 1, all cameras. From top to bottom: deviation from unity at ref. 

time, amplitude and time scale of the degradation ( ,  and 1/  of Eq. 3). 

Performance assessment 

The methodology of comparing the modelled degradation with raw degradation estimates at close 
to constant Sun azimuth angles was repeated to estimate the performance of the revised model 
over the period. Figure 55 shows the performance of the model for all pixels of bands 1 and 15 (412 
and 900 nm respectively) for all the calibration orbits satisfying the Sun azimuth constraint over the 
time period used for the fit. The ratios remain within 1 ± 0.001 for both bands. 



 
Figure 55:Trending model performance (raw degradation over model) for all pixels of bands 1 (412nm, left) and 15 

(900nm, right) and for all orbits acquired at Sun azimuth within [27.2, 27.4] degrees enclosed in the period modelling 
data time range. 

Figure 56-left shows the trending model performance for orbit 39659 (30/09/2009) for all MERIS 
bands. This date corresponds to one year after the modelling data set upper time limit and to the 
latest occurrence of a diffuser 2 orbit within the Sun azimuth monitoring range (27.3 ±0.1 degrees). 
A  very  small  drift  may  be  seen  for  band  1,  of  about  0.3%.  Figure  56-right  shows  the  same  
performance estimation but based on diffuser 2 data, instead of diffuser 1 for Figure 56-left. The 
results are very similar. 

 
Figure 56: Performance of the 2009 trending model in November 2011: camera average model drift as a function of 

MERIS band. 

Figure 57 presents the camera averaged model performance against data of diffuser 1 (left) and 
diffuser 2 (right) for band 1, over the time period of the modelling data set plus one year. It can be 
seen that in both case a slight deviation from 1.0 occurs in the central region, showing that the 
model curvatures does not exactly follow that of the data. Despite the small number of orbits 
available for diffuser 2 (see Figure 58), the two estimations behave similarly, with camera 1 slightly 
below the unit ratio and all others slightly above. The maximum deviation does not exceed 0.2% for 
diffuser 1 and 0.25% for diffuser 2. 



 
Figure 57: Comparison of the camera averaged trending model performance for band 1 as derived from Diffuser 1 data 

(left) and diffuser 2 (right) over the same time period (modelling data set + 1 year). 

Finally, Figure 58 shows the performance of the model in extrapolation up to the most recent orbit 
approximately in the SAA range (orbit 50861, 20/11/2011), showing an excellent performance after 
3 years in extrapolation, all bands remaining within 0.5%. A small deviation seems to appear for 
bands 1 and 2 (412 and 442 nm), suggesting that the model tends to slowing underestimate the 
degradation in the blue part of the spectrum. It should be noted however that Sun azimuth for orbit 
50861 being slightly out of the range allowed for performance monitoring, the performance 
estimation may be adversely impacted. 

 
Figure 58: Performance of the 2009 trending model in November 2011: camera average model drift as a function of 

MERIS band. 

Figure 59-top show the evolution of the Sun azimuth angle with time at each calibration orbit, 
nominal diffuser 1 acquisitions are plotted with blue diamonds and reference diffuser 2 with pink 
circles. The green rectangle represents the useful range of Sun azimuth for such a monitoring. 
Figure 59-bottom shows a closer view of the monitoring zone. 



 

 

Figure 59: Top: evolution of the Sun azimuth angle with time at each calibration orbit, (blue diamonds: nominal diffuser 
1 acquisitions,  pink circles: reference diffuser 2). The green rectangle represents the useful range of Sun azimuth for 

trending performance monitoring. Bottom is a closer view of the monitoring zone. 

4.2 Spectral calibration 

Knowledge of the central wavelength of the MERIS bands for each pixel is necessary for the correct 
estimation of the in-band solar irradiance used within the radiometric calibration process. In 
addition, band 11, dedicated to O2 absorption measurement has an even more constraining 
spectral characterisation requirement to fulfil the needs of the atmospheric pressure estimations 
algorithms. 

The on-board calibration mechanism includes an Erbium doped SpectralonTM diffuser plate 
dedicated to spectral characterisation, which offers a number of spectral absorption features 
(§ 3.1) in the spectral range of MERIS. The absorption peaks selected are those centred at 408 nm 
(Peak 1) and 522 nm (Peak 3).  

In addition, a number of observation campaigns have been dedicated to spectral calibration, thanks 
to the instrument flexibility in programming spectral channels in position and width. These 
measurements include: 

 Earth Observation of the O2-A absorption feature at 760 nm using a number of independent 
wavelength derivation methods (pressure homogenisation, neural net [4]),  

 Observation on the radiometric calibration diffuser of the Sun Fraunhofer lines circa 393, 485, 
588, 655, 855 and 867 nm.  



Erbium measurements have been acquired on a regular basis – every 3 months for Peak 3 and 
every 6 months for Peak 1 – until the end of the mission. Six O2-A and Fraunhofer campaigns have 
been held along the mission: Spring 2002, Fall 2002, Summer 2003, Spring 2004, Winter 2006, 
Winter 2008. The instrument configurations for the different campaigns can be found in the 
detailed description below. 

The results of the different methods have shown to be fairly coherent and have been used to derive 
the instrument spectral model described below. This work is described in detail in [4] and is only 
summarised here as representing an important step of the absolute calibration processing chain. 

4.2.1 Methods 

Erbium doped diffuser  

The spectral calibration using the on-board Erbium doped diffuser plate is performed in two steps. 
First, the instrument is configured to have 15 adjacent bands - at the highest spectral resolution - 
centred on the spectral feature (either Peak 1 or Peak 3 on Figure 29), and the pixels are calibrated 
using the radiometric "white" calibration diffuser, the following orbit the “pink” diffuser is deployed 
and the signal from this spectral feature acquired. Processing on ground determines the position on 
the detector array of the peak of the Erbium absorption feature.  

Table 3: Spectral band configuration for Erbium doped diffuser observations: Peak 1 (left) and 3 (right) 

 
Oxygen A-band  

The spectral calibration using the absorption feature of atmospheric Oxygen (O2-A) has been 
performed using the following methods: a pressure minimization technique developed by LISE [4], 
and an artificial neural network method developed by FUB. The processing has been performed 
using L1b data derived with the use of a radiometric calibration file derived from an on-board 
calibration using the same band set (Figure 60). 



  
Figure 60: O2-A absorption spectrum and instrument spectral band configuration 

The pressure minimisation method is based on the ability to determine the apparent pressure from 
the oxygen O2-A band from a band ratio R, of measurements made in and close to the oxygen A-
band.  R  is  well  correlated  to  the  product  mP2,  where  m  is  the  air  mass,  and  can  be  directly  
converted into a pressure using a polynomial regression [Fischer and Grassl, 1991; Koelemeijer et 
al., 2001]. Such relationships can be established for various positions and widths of the absorption 
spectral channel but all should give the same result. Having a set of N absorption measurements 
inside the O2-A line at inaccurately known central wavelengths but well-known spectral steps, the 
method consists in varying the set of N wavelengths (hence the polynomial coefficients) until the 
difference between the N retrieved pressures reaches a minimum. 

The FUB artificial neural net is trained using spectral line shape function s defined as s In In 0

Imin In0

 

based on radiative-transfer computations. Here In  is the intensity in the micro-band n, Imin the 
lowest intensity of all bands and In 0  is the intensity measured outside the absorption in the ref-1 
band. The method returns the wavelength of the first band in vacuum. 

Fraunhofer lines 

The spectral calibration using the solar Fraunhofer absorption features is performed using raw data 
of solar diffuser observations - calibration would remove the spectral signature inherent to the 
solar illumination. 

The algorithm is based on a shape matching technique comparing measurements to sub-sampled 
versions of a high resolution solar spectrum [Delbouille et al, 1981], accounting for the lack of 
radiometric calibration in the considered instrument configuration through a linear normalisation 
process. The six observed Fraunhofer lines are acquired during three successive orbits with band 
settings focused on two lines each time. 



 

 
Figure 61: Fraunhofer spectrum with typical MERIS detector normalised spectral response function overlay; for line 1, 2 

4 and 5 (from left to right and top to bottom). 

Table 4: Spectral bands definitions for Fraunhofer lines observations 

Line 1 
(393 nm) 

Line 2 
(485 nm) 

Line 3 
(588 nm) 

Line 4 
(655 nm) 

line 5 
(855 nm) 

Line 6 
(867 nm) 

394.375 483.125 584.375 653.125 850.625 863.125 
395.625 484.375 585.625 654.375 851.875 864.375 
396.875 485.625 586.875 655.625 853.125 865.625 
398.125 486.875 588.125 656.875 854.375 866.875 
399.375 488.125 589.375 658.125 855.625 868.125 
400.625 489.375 590.625 659.375 856.875 869.375 
401.875 490.625 591.875 660.625 858.125 870.625 
403.125 491.875 593.125    

4.2.2 Results 

The results are synthesised on Figure 62 in terms of deviation of the dispersion law with respect to 
nominal  wavelengths  for  each  camera  (at  camera  FOV  centres)  and  on  Figure  63  in  terms  of  
variation of the CCD lines wavelengths across the FOV. 



 
Figure 62: Results for all methods for the 2003 spectral campaigns, deviation of measured value at camera FOV centres 
with respect to theoretical wavelength for all methods. Colours identify the cameras, symbols the calibration methods. 



 
Figure 63: Results for all methods for the 2003 spectral campaigns, expressed as variation with respect to camera mean, 
with an arbitrary absolute scale shift avoiding curves superimposition, highlighting the consistency of the measured in-

FOV variation of the spectral wavelengths. 

4.2.3 Synthesis and modelling 

The results of the 2003 spectral campaigns displayed above have been used to derive an 
instrument spectral model allowing retrieving the absolute wavelength of any CCD cell as a function 
of it row (spectral) and column (spatial dimension). 

The spectrometer's spectral behaviour is very linear across the field of view of all cameras and this 
variation appears to be independent of the absolute wavelength. 

Therefore a relatively simple and robust model could be derived for each spectrometer, considering 
separately a mean dispersion law and an across-track deviation term.  

kll,k  
where  

 k and l stand for the spatial and spectral co-ordinates of a given detector, respectively, 

 l , the mean dispersion law –mainly linear– is a polynomial of order 3 (best fit),  



 k ,  the  across-track  variation  term,  is  a  linear  fit  of  the  data  at  395,  656  and  762  nm  
expressed relative to its mean value.  

The set of results selected for the spectral dispersion modelling is: 5 Fraunhofer lines (395, 486, 
656, 854 & 866 nm) and O2 results. The Fraunhofer line at 588 nm has been discarded because of a 
too low signal to noise ratio (the line is very sharp and faint). The two Erbium measurements have 
been discarded because, although these measurements have shown to be very useful to monitor 
the health of the instrument and in determining the spectral stability of the instrument (see next 
section), the accuracy of the derived absolute wavelength (estimated to be ± 0.3 nm) is not as good 
as those from the other methods (about 0.2 nm, see [4]). This is probably due to the width and 
shape (Peak 3 is a doublet) of the absorption feature, and clearly not due to the weakness of the 
spectral signal. 

Corresponding results at camera centre are shown on Figure 64 for  each camera as deviation from 
the linear trend, with the quadratic term of the fit. 

 

 

 
Figure 64: Deviation from linear dispersion law, selected data and model. 

The residual error from the spectral calibration with respect to the spectral model yields a 
modelling error of the order of ± 0.1 nm RMS (Figure 65). 



 
Figure 65: Residual modelling error for selected data (data – model). The legend mentions the CCD row index and can be 

translated (from top/blue to bottom/red) into 395, 486, 656, 762, 854 & 866 nm. 

4.2.4 Spectral stability monitoring 

The spectral stability of the instrument has been monitored regularly by the on-board (Erbium) 
spectral calibrations. It has shown a very good spectral stability of the instrument, to within 
0.05 nm for 3 of the cameras and within 0.25 for the two others, less stable. 

 
Figure 66: Spectral stability since orbit 652 (15/04/2002 to 11/03/2012) as monitored using Erbium doped diffuser 

measurements, peak 1 (ca. 408nm), right and peak 3 (ca. 520 nm), left. 

In more details: 

 cameras 1, 3 and 4 are stable ( with a slight positive trend for 1 & 5, and a slight negative for 3); 
 camera 2 has shifted positively up to about 0.15 nm after four years and then slowly shifted 

negatively back to about 0.1 nm; 
 camera 4 has shifted positively to about 0.25 nm. 

Spectral campaigns have also been used to monitor spectral stability and do confirm those trends. 
In order to superimpose Fraunhofer and O2 results  onto  Erbium  ones,  a  common  time  origin  has  
been set to the 2009 spectral campaign that is well synchronized with Erbium measurements. This 
is shown on Figure 67 for the reduced time period covered by the spectral campaigns. 



 

Figure 67: Spectral stability between orbits 652 (15/04/2002) to 52464 (11/03/2012) as monitored using all spectral 
calibration measurements, for each camera. The time reference is set to orbit 35900 (11/01/2009) as mean value of the 

winter 2008/2009 spectral campaigns spread between mid-December to end of January. The legend of each curve 
recalls the wavelength of the measurement. 

O2 and Fraunhofer measurements fit remarkably the spectral trend revealed by the Erbium doped 
diffuser:  the  agreement  is  within  0.05  nm  between  orbits  3700  to  36000,  i.e.  over  more  than  six  
years, providing excellent confidence in the methods precision. 

Interestingly, the apparent change between the spectral shifts of Camera 4 at 408 nm and 520 nm 
disappears using a different time reference, suggesting that measurements around orbits 650 
suffered from some additional uncertainty, possibly due to a slight difference in the observation 
conditions of the white and coloured diffusers on the two successive orbits during this very early 
mission phase. 

To date, no correction of time evolution has been included in the instrument spectral model 
because (a) the variation is rather small and (b), the data selected to derive the model parameters 
(Fall 2003, i.e. orbits around 8000) are close to the middle of the evolution range, further reducing 
the evolution to less than about 0.1 nm around the model value, to be compared to the in-FOV 
variation of up to 1.05 nm (intra-camera 2) and 1.7 nm (inter-camera at interface 1-2). 

4.2.5 Operational use 

The combination of the above model, with the characterised spectral width described in § 3.3.1 and 
a reference Sun irradiance spectrum [3], allows deriving channels normalised spectral response 
functions (SRF) and in-band irradiance for every spatial pixel and any band configuration. An 



example of the SRF is given on Figure 68 for band 2, for the two extreme absolute wavelengths, on 
top of the reference Sun irradiance spectrum. It should be noted that, if on the figure SRS are 
normalised to a maximum of unity, their operational versions are normalised to a unit integral.  

 
Figure 68: Reference solar irradiance around 440 nm and the extreme spectral response functions of MERIS band 2 (for 

pixel 740 of camera 1 and pixel 1 of camera 2 as “bluest” and “reddest” respectively) 

In-band irradiances are used operationally, after appropriate scaling to account for the seasonal 
variations of the Sun-Earth distance, in both the radiometric calibration process and in the 
derivation of top-of-atmosphere reflectance, basis of the geophysical inversions in the Level 2 
processing. 

Figure 69 to Figure 71 provide examples of SRF (at camera FOV centre), of the in-FOV variation of 
central wavelength and in-band irradiance, for channels 2 (442.5 nm, typical bandwidth, highest 
relative variation of Sun irradiance), 11 (761.9 nm, thinnest channel) and 13 (865 nm, widest 
channel). 

 
Figure 69: Modelled Spectral Response Functions for channels 2 (442.5 nm, 10 nm FWHM), 11 (761.9 nm, 3.75 nm 

FWHM) and 13 (865 nm, 20 nm FWHM) 

 
Figure 70: Central Wavelengths for channels 2 (442.5 nm, 10 nm FWHM), 11 (761.9 nm, 3.75 nm FWHM) and 13 

(865 nm, 20 nm FWHM) 



 

Figure 71: In-band irradiance for channels 2 (442.5 nm, 10 nm FWHM), 11 (761.9 nm, 3.75 nm FWHM) and 13 (865 nm, 
20 nm FWHM) 

Table 5 presents averaged values of the Instrument Spectral Model results: central wavelength, 
bandwidth (as full-width at half-modulation, FWHM) and in-band irradiance. It also includes the 
maximum relative variation across the field of view of in-band irradiance for each channel, these 
maximum variations occurring at the transition between cameras 1 and 2, i.e. for a spectral jump of 
1.7 nm (Figure 70).  

Table 5: Spectral model results for MERIS nominal channels: central wavelength, bandwidth, in-band irradiance values 
averaged over the instrument FOV and maximum in-FOV relative variation of the in-band irradiance 

Central wavelength FWHM In-band irradiance 
average 

[nm] 
average 

[nm] 
average 

[mW.m-2.nm-1] 
max in-FOV variation 

[%] 
412.7 9.9 1715.9 0.53 
442.6 9.9 1885.0 2.13 
489.9 10.0 1930.4 0.75 
509.8 10.0 1926.1 1.06 
559.7 10.0 1800.9 0.79 
619.6 10.0 1650.1 0.23 
664.6 10.0 1531.3 0.15 
680.8 7.5 1471.0 0.50 
708.3 10.0 1406.4 0.70 
753.4 7.5 1266.1 0.03 
761.5 3.7 1249.9 0.24 
778.4 15.0 1176.1 0.64 
864.9 20.0 959.1 0.50 
884.9 10.0 929.6 0.16 
900.0 10.0 895.3 0.15 

These numbers clearly demonstrate the need to account for the in-FOV spectral variation in the 
calibration of an imaging spectrometer like MERIS. However their values must be considered 
carefully:  

1. as maxima, they are to be considered as worst cases, and indeed the coefficients of variation 
over the whole FOV (standard deviation over mean) are about 4 times less than the maxima; 

2. once taken into account within the calibration process, only the residual error of the spectral 
model  shall  be  considered,  and  this  reduces  to  about  10  times  less  (0.25%  at  442,  the  most  
impacted channel); 

3. this contribution to uncertainty only affects TOA radiance, while the primary quantity 
considered in geophysical inversion is the TOA reflectance. The latter is not affected by the in-
band irradiance uncertainty, providing the same in-band irradiance data is used for the 
conversion of radiance into reflectance than in the calibration process. 



5 SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY 
This section is to be written 

 



6 RADIOMETRIC VALIDATION 
This section is to be written, pending results of third re-processing 

A short section on validation of 2nd re-processing may be included on the basis of the CNES/SADE 
results: 

 Rayleigh and glitter calibration seem to confirm MERIS calibration (less than 2%) 

 Good consistency between MERIS/MODIS calibration and Rayleigh/Sun Glint calibration 
with some discrepancy at 620 nm et 710 nm 

 The deserts calibration shows there is no variation with time  

Results from absolute calibration (Rayleigh: 412 to 665 nm) completed by inter-band calibration 
(Glitter method, relative to Rayleigh at 620nm) are all well within the methodologies uncertainties. 
No corrective action is required so far. 
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7 CONCLUSION 
The Radiometric calibration of MERIS is obtained from a well-protected and stable on-board 
diffuser plates used as secondary standards. The frequently used Diffuser-1 plate has degraded by 
less than 2% at 412nm after more than 9 years on-orbit while the aging of this Diffuser-1 is closely 
monitored by a second less frequently exposed “identical” Diffuser-2, which allows for the 
correction of the diffuser aging, during the radiometric gain trending, to an accuracy of better than 
0.2%.  

 

The instrument’s throughput has only suffered a limited level of degradation - max 5% at 412nm in 
only one camera, after 9 years on-orbit - and this degradation is very well captured by regular 
radiometric calibrations measurements combined with a trending model including both the diffuser 
aging and the instrument sensitivity degradation.  

 

The MERIS radiometric scale based on the on-board calibration diffuser plates has been validated 
against a number of vicarious calibration methods and shown to be well within the estimated 
performance of <4%. 

 

The error budget is mainly driven by the accuracy of the characterisation of the diffuser plates and 
its modelling, the instrument spectral model and to a lesser degree by the modelling errors of the 
diffuser aging, and instrument degradation, leading to an overall model error budget of <2%. 

 

By taking advantage of the programmability of the MERIS instrument, spectral calibration methods 
have been developed that yield spectral calibration results of unprecedented accuracy for a 
radiometer (<0.2nm). The instrument’s spectral properties, obtained from regular spectral 
calibration, have shown the spectrometer to be stable to better 0.05nm, making MERIS one of the 
most stable VIS-NIR radiometers on-orbit to date.   

 

Calibration is a long term activity starting from pre-launch through the complete mission life time of 
the instrument. It requires large investment and resources, leading to regular reprocessing. The 
MERIS instrument's full potential was not exploited fully until recently: since July 2011,  the 10 
years data archive from the MERIS 3rd reprocessing are now available, and meet the radiometric 
performance described herein. 
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